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REF/A/DOC/JCS/220829Z DEC 06/
AMPN/JOINT STAFF PLANNING GUIDANCE FOR CENTCOM SURGE/
NARR/ (S) THIS IS A PLANNING ORDER. FORSCOM AND MARFORCOM WILL
PROVIDE COURSES OF ACTION TO SOURCE A 2 ARMY BCT (ONE IBCT AND ONE
HBCT) SURGE TO IRAQ AND PROVIDE 2 USMC BATTALIONS TO MNF-W.//
SITUATION/
1. SITUATION. (S) JFCOM HAS BEEN DIRECTED TO PRESENT PLANNING COAS
TO SURGE AN ADDITIONAL TWO ARMY BRIGADE COMBAT TEAMS (BCT) TO IRAQ
AND TWO USMC BATTALIONS (BN) TO MNF-W. THE SUSPENSE FOR THESE COAS
ARE DUE TO JOINT STAFF 1700 22 DEC 06.//
MISSION/
2. MISSION. (S) CDRUSJFCOM DIRECTS COMFORSCOM, COMMFC, AND COMFFC TO
PROVIDE COAS TO SURGE TWO ARMY BCTS AND TWO USMC BN TO IRAQ
INCLUDING INSTITUTIONAL, FORCE MANAGEMENT AND FUTURE CHALLENGES RISK
NLT 1600 22 DEC 06 IN ORDER FOR CDRUSJFCOM TO PRESENT RECOMMENDED
COA TO THE CJCS BY 1700 22 DEC 06 FOR POTUS DECISION.//
EXECUTION/
3. (S) EXECUTION

3.A. (S) PLANNING GUIDANCE.

3.A.1. (S) TF 1-4a REMAINS SOURCED WITH A BN TF. A HABITUAL...

3.A.2. (S) AN AFLOAT THEATER RESERVE MEU REMAINS AVAILABLE TO CDRUSCENTCOM.

3.A.3. (S) THE 2 BCTS WILL BE FULL MODULAR BCTs INCLUDING 2 X BN AND A RSTA BN. ANY EXCEPTIONS MUST BE EXPLAINED IN THE COA. THE FIRST BCT WILL BE A IBCT. THE SECOND BCT WILL BE A HBCT.

3.A.4. (S) ALL COAS MUST SOURCE CENTCOM REQUIREMENTS THROUGH FY08 INCLUSIVE OF ALL URFS FOR 15 BCT/RCTS IN IRAQ, THE ANA TRAINING BN, A BCT IN AFGHANISTAN AND A BN TF IN AFGHANISTAN.

3.A.5. (S) THE SURGE PERIOD WILL BEGIN WITH 1 IBCT WITH A LAD TO SUPPORT A 25 JAN 07 RDD IN BAGHDAD. THE SECOND SURGE HBCT WILL HAVE A 15 FEB 07 LAD IN KUWAIT. THE SURGE PERIOD ENDS 1 SEP 07.

3.A.6. (S) THE 2 X USMC BN WILL HAVE A 15 FEB 07 LAD IN KUWAIT.

3.A.7. (S) ADDRESS THE ABILITY TO MAINTAIN ONE BCT ON PTDO IN CONUS AS A RESPONSE FORCE WITH PRIORITY OF PLANNING TO CDRUSCENTCOM. PROVIDE ASSESSMENT OF CAPABILITY, READINESS, AND RISK IF THIS PTDO BCT DEPLOYS. JFCCOM WILL COORDINATE WITH JOINT STAFF TO DETERMINE SPECIFIC READINESS CRITERIA FOR THIS PTDO BCT.

---

3.A.9. (S) THE CENTCOM OEF AFGHANISTAN PTDO BN TF WILL NOT BE SOURCED.

3.A.10. (S) MINIMIZE BOG EXTENSIONS PAST NORMAL SERVICE ROTATIONS. SERVICE ROTATIONS ARE DEFINED AS:

3.A.10.A. (S) USA, LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 12-MONTH ROTATIONS.

3.A.10.B. (S) USMC, LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 7-MONTH ROTATIONS FOR BNS, 12-MONTH ROTATIONS FOR REGIMENTAL AND HIGHER Hqs.

3.A.11. (S) ALL COAS WILL SHOW EXTENSIONS REQUIRED BEYOND 365 DAYS OR NORMAL SERVICE ROTATIONS AND DEPLOYMENTS WITH LESS THAN 1:1 DWELL IN DAYS.

3.A.12. (S) JFCCOM STAFF PROVIDED A RIBBON CHART TEMPLATE TO SUPPORT PLANNING. THIS RIBBON CHART TEMPLATE IS NOT INTENDED AS A COA. IT IS INTENDED AS A COMMON PLANNING TOOL TO MINIMIZE CONFUSION BETWEEN...
DIFFERENT FORMATS. REQUEST FORSCOM, MFC AND FFC CHANGE UNITS AND ADJUST THE CHART TO PORTRAY THEIR COAS AS REQUIRED.
3 A.13. (S) ALL COAS WILL ADDRESS THE IMPACT OF SOURCING RFF 672 MOD 3 FOR A BN TF IN AFGHANISTAN.
3 A.14. (S) IT IS PREFERRED THAT COAS WILL NOT EXTEND ANY BCT A SECOND TIME. AT LEAST ONE COA WILL NOT EXTEND ANY BCT A SECOND TIME.
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3 A.15. (S) COAS WILL NOT EXTEND RC OR GUARD RCTS.
3 B. (S) PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS.
3 B.1. (S) COALITION FORCE CONTRIBUTIONS WILL REMAIN STEADY.
3 B.2. (S) TRANSPORTATION CAPACITY WILL BE AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT DEPLOYMENTS OF THE SURGE FORCES ON TIME.
3 B.3. (S) AFLOAT PREPOSITIONED STOCK WILL BE ABLE TO EQUIP ONE BCT.
3 B.4. (S) THE SURGE PERIOD WILL END 1 SEP 07. CENTCOM REQUIREMENTS IN IRAQ WILL REVERT TO 15 BCT/RCTS IN IRAQ. A BN TF SUPPORTING TF AND A PTD O BCT WITH PRIORITY OF PLANNING TO CENTCOM. CENTCOM REQUIREMENTS IN AFGHANISTAN WILL REMAIN ENDURING.
3 B.5. (S) BOG EXTENSIONS PAST 365 DAY AND DWELL LESS THAN 1:1 WILL BE APPROVED.
3 C. (S) COMMANDERS INTENT. PROVIDE FEASIBLE CENTCOM SURGE SOURCING RECOMMENDATION TO CJCS FOR POTUS DECISION NLT 1700R 22 DEC 06. THE RECOMMENDATION WILL INCLUDE RISKS TO SOURCING OIF, OEF AND OTHER GLOBAL COMMITMENTS IN FY08 AND BEYOND.
3 D. (S) CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS.
3 E. (U) TASKS.
3 F.1 (U) COMMANDER US ARMY FORCES COMMAND (FORSCOM)
3 F.1.A. (S) PROVIDE COAS AND RECOMMENDED COA FOR SOURCING CENTCOM SURGE TO USFJCOM NLT 1600R 22 DEC 06. USE PROVIDED RIBBON CHART POWERPOINT TO SHOW COA.
3 F.2. (U) COMMANDER MARINE COMMAND (MFC)
3 F.2.A. (S) PROVIDE COAS AND RECOMMENDED COA FOR SOURCING CENTCOM SURGE NLT 1600R 22 DEC 06. USE PROVIDED RIBBON CHART POWERPOINT TO SHOW COA.
3 F.3. (U) COMMANDER FLEET FORCES COMMAND (FFC)
3 F.3.A. (S) SUPPORT MFC COA PLANNING WRT ESG AND MEU DEPLOYMENTS. PROVIDE RISK TO COAS AND RECOMMENDATION.
3.F.4. (U) CHIEF STAFF OF THE ARMY.
3.F.4.A. (S) REQUEST SUPPORT COMFORSCOM PLANNING.
3.F.5. (U) CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS.
3.F.5.A. (S) REQUEST SUPPORT COMFFC PLANNING.
3.F.6. (U) COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS.
3.F.6.A. (S) REQUEST SUPPORT COMMFC PLANNING.
3.F.7. CDRUSTRANSCOM.
3.F.7.A. (S) REQUEST BE PREPARED TO SUPPORT TRANSPORTATION
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FEASIBILITY OF SOURCING COAS AND POTENTIAL MITIGATION.
3.F.8. (S) CDRUSCENTCOM.
3.F.8.A. (S) REQUEST BE PREPARED TO PROVIDE RISK TO USJFCOM PROPOSED
COAS NLT 1600 22 JAN 06.
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3.G. (U) COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS.
3.G.1. (U) JFCOM POC'S LISTED BELOW ARE PREPARED TO ASSIST CLARIFYING
ANY OF THE PLANNING GUIDANCE AND ASSUMPTIONS IF REQUIRED. //
ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS.
4. (U) ADMIN AND LOG.
4.A. (U) THE JOINT STAFF HAS DIRECTED THE USE OF USCENTCOMS FORCE
REQUIREMENTS ENHANCED DATABASE (FRED) AS A REPOSITORY TO MANAGE
USCENTCOM REQUIREMENTS.
4.B. (S) FUNDING, THERE WILL BE NO HQ USJFCOM FUNDING PROVIDED TO
SUPPORT THE PLANNING PROCESS.
4.C. (S) CLASSIFICATION GUIDANCE. THIS PLANORD IS CLASSIFIED AS
SECRET. //
COMMAND AND SIGNAL/
5. (U) COMMAND AND SIGNAL.
5.A. (U) COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS.
5.A.1. (S) CDRUSCENTCOM IS THE SUPPORTED COMMANDER FOR PLANNING AND
EXECUTION.
5.A.2. (S) COMFORSCOM, COMMFC AND COMFFC, CDRUSJFCOM, CDRUSTRANSCOM
ARE SUPPORTING COMMANDERS. CSA, CNO, AND CMC ARE THE SUPPORTING
SERVICE CHIEFS.